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Abstract: Floods are the most destructive natural phenomenon, by the total number of casualties,
and value of property damage, compared to any other type of natural disaster. However, some of
the most destructive flash floods are related to dam breaches or complete collapses, that release the
large amounts of water, affecting inhabited areas. Worldwide, numerous dams have almost reached
or surpassed the estimated construction life span, and pose an increasing risk to structure stability.
Considering their continuous degrading state, increasing rainfall aggressiveness, due to climatic
changes, technical error, or even human error, there are numerous, potential causes, for which dams
could develop breaches and completely fail. This study aims to portray a comparative perspective
of flood impact, with real-life consequences, measured by quantifiable parameters, generated from
computer simulations of different breach sizes. These parameters include the total flooded surface,
water velocity, maximum water depth, number of affected buildings, etc. The analysis was undergone
by means of HEC-RAS based 2D hydraulic modeling and GIS, depending on high-accuracy Lidar
terrain data and historical hydrological data. As a case study, Drăcs, ani Lake with the associated Sulit,a
earthfill embankment dam was chosen, being one of the largest and oldest artificial lakes in Romania.
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1. Introduction

From the oldest times, the extreme weather conditions have forced humankind to find alternatives
to minimize their impact. Concerning droughts and floods, some of the best prevention methods were
those implying the construction of earth dams on the river course [1], the oldest constructions of this
type being built approximately 6000 years ago in the region of Jordan, 2500–3000 years ago in Egypt [2].
In Japan, approximately 1800–1700 years ago, earth dams were already built all across the country,
after which, in the 8th century CE, a dam over 20 m tall was built [1]. According to the International
Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) [3], worldwide, there are over 36,000 large dams (with heights of
at least 15 m) and circa 300 dam-related accidents. Currently, the most used type of dam (embankment
dam) is the earthfill dam (only in the US there are 75,000 such dams) [1,4].

Although across the globe there are thousands of lakes being held up by earth dams, which appear
to be risk-free, the possibility for these structures to collapse still exists, and this implies high risks for
the downstream settlements. Globally, in the case of a dam breach, 65% of the recorded cases involved
earth dams, in China this percentage being the highest, at 90% [4,5]. The main causes of dam failure
are overtopping, foundation/structural defects and piping [1,6–9]. Annually, an average of 1–2 dam
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breach events are recorded, which have a high impact on the nearby population [8]. Dam failures
have been very current topics during 2018 and even 2019, several such events occurring across the
world. On May 9, 2018, Patel Milmet Dam failed, in Solai, Nakuru County, Kenya. In Laos, Xe-Pian
Xe-Namnoy dam failed, in Champasak Province, on 23 July, 2018. In Myanmar, the sluice gate of
Swar Chaung dam, from Bago region broke off, causing the evacuation of 63,000 people, despite the
dam remaining intact. It caused severe floods, despite the relatively small breach size, through which
water surged downstream. The most recent catastrophic dam failure took place on Jan 25, 2019, when
a mining dam collapsed, near Brumadinho city, Minas Gerais, Brazil. All these events resulted in
loss of human lives, tremendous property and infrastructure damage, but also ecosystem harm and
even destruction.

These examples emphasize the differential risk, dam failures pose, through the various breach sizes.
To avoid disasters and to protect human lives and infrastructure in the case of a breach, prevention
measures are taken by installing alarm systems, and devising evacuation plans for the population
inhabiting the downstream sections of rivers [10,11]. For such measures to be taken, risk magnitude
needs to be known, information that can be generated through dam breach hydraulic simulation,
which can further offer details regarding the dam collapse pattern, flooded area, water level, water
volume, water velocity, etc. [9,12,13].

According to the Ministry of Water and Forests of Romania, in 2018, there were a total of 2002
dams of regular or reduced importance, out of which, 34% are non-authorized [14]. Average dam
density is significantly higher in the north eastern part of Romania, mostly in Botos, ani and Ias, i
counties [15]. The main reason for which there are numerous artificial water storage lakes in this area,
consists of the temperate-type of climate, encompassing strong continental influences, characterized by
average, multiannual precipitation values that are very low (500–550 mm/year), with very pronounced
temperature amplitudes, and even stronger evapotranspiration values [16,17]. Furthermore, the entire
area is associated with high possibility of extreme meteorological phenomena taking place, which
contribute to the occurrence of flash floods [18].

These two reasons have led to the necessity to build numerous storage lakes, that would retain
water both for consumption during the drought periods, and for protection, by mitigating flood
impact, and their associated, negative effects. The constantly monitored dams in Romania, are those
classified as of “exceptional importance” and there are a total of 246 such dams, out of which 84 are
earth dams, 96 are gravity dams and earthfill, and 5 are classified as mobile dams, but also of earthfill
construction [19,20].

The analysis of dam breaches and the effects that they could inflict is of high importance, including
according to Romanian law: “they insure the permanent or non-permanent accumulation of water,
industrial liquid waste, or solid waste from the chemical, energetic, mining or oil industry, deposited
underwater, whose rupture could generate the uncontrolled loss of the accumulated content, with
negative effects of extreme importance, on the social, economic, or natural environment” [14,21].
Romania has been subjected to this kind of disasters in the past, with several recorded events that
had negative repercussions on an international level, through the spillage of toxic substances into the
hydrographic network [9,22].

Hydraulic flood modeling for floods that occur as a consequence of dam breaches, started to be
applied in the 1940s, and has seen great development after 2000, when a series of studies that addressed
the issue of comparing different types of modeling and software, were conducted [23]. Most frequently,
in the case of this specific type of modeling, in order to better generate outputs that offer a clear and as
accurate as possible set of results, researchers apply the Saint-Venant equation, adapted according
to the specific requirements of software and simulations [23,24]. This equation (also described as
a shallow water equation) has a wider application in the field of hydrology and can be applied in
analyses performed on dam break simulations, flow in open channels and rivers, tsunami, and flood
modeling. In addition, shallow water models can be also applied in more sophisticated models, such
as mud/debris flows [25–27].
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One of the most frequently used programs, for generating and analyzing flood simulations is
HEC-RAS, due to its greatly-enhanced capacity to model and predict, alongside the fact that it is free
to download and use. It is appropriate for running both 1D steady flow simulations, and 2D unsteady
flow modeling. On one hand, the difference between the two options mainly relies in the fact that, for
the case of the unidimensional modeling, the river channel and floodplain are described as a continuous
series of transversal cross-sections on the main river flow direction, the water flows on only one
dimensional axis, X, and the water level and velocity are constant between two constant sections [23].
On the other hand, the bidimensional modeling is detailed in a very large number of storage cells.
These cells contain data regarding landscape topology and geometry, according to the manner they are
projected on X and Y spatial coordinates. By contrast to their 1D variants, 2D simulations take into
account the lateral flows that occur on a river valley. However, applying the 2D modeling methodology
will generate significantly higher accuracy output results, when paired with LIDAR-based elevation
models, compared to regular, 1D simulations [28–30]. Differences between models have a tendency to
decrease, depending on data quality, based on which the analyses are performed, most important of
which are related to floodplain topography. If topography data is coarse, then flood extent generated
through 1D analysis, compared to the flood extent of a 2D approach, would have a tendency to be
similar [31].

Horrit and Bates have compared the simulation algorithms of 1D and 2D variants, by applying an
error identification methodology for flood simulations in HEC-RAS, LISFLOOD-FP, and TELEMAC
software, and have concluded that all models have proven sufficiently accurate, but have different
responses when changing the friction parameters. Furthermore, they emphasize the fact that, no matter
the quality of the input data, provided the user does not properly fit the data into the appropriate
geometrical description of the model, the final results of the simulation will be considerably lower
accuracy [31–34].

In case of dam breach simulations, different scenarios can be modeled, according to the chosen,
hypothetical, breach size. The most important data for such simulations are the river channel
morphometry, flow rate values, and water levels. In Romania, previous flood simulations conducted
in HEC-RAS, have mainly addressed the 1D approach, for both flash flood scenarios, and long-lasting
floods on river valleys [35], while there have been extremely few studies involving 2D simulations on
dam break analysis.

The purpose of this study is to highlight the spatial risk following the theoretical breaching of
Sulit,a dam, located on Sitna river, in Botos, ani county, NE Romania. The high risk posed by the lake
led to the necessity of simulating a number of breaches in the earth dam, with the help of HEC-RAS
5.0.6, which could assist in updating the flood management plans. For the spatial flood extent analysis,
the HEC-RAS 2D approach was used, and the required hydrological and hydrotechnical parameters
were inserted, in order to generate high accuracy cartographic material [36–39].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Sulit,a dam was constructed on Sitna river and blocks its river course, forming Drăcs, ani lake. It is
located in the north-eastern region of Romania, in Botos, ani county (Figure 1). From a geographical
perspective, it overlaps a plateau region, and the lithology of the surrounding area is characterized
by clayey and marl deposits. These types of rock allow for the accumulation of surface water in the
lacustrine basin, due to their impervious character [15].

Sulit,a is an earthfill dam, with a height of 5.85 m, and an upper dam width of 6 m. Drăcs, ani Lake
extends over a total water surface of approximately 5 km2 [40]. Old historical sources state that the
dam was built over the site of another earth dam at the beginning of the 20th century, and led to the
formation of a lake with a length of 5 km and a surface of 13.6 km2 [41]. Drăcs, ani Lake appears to be
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also mentioned in the historical writings from the 16th century, serving for storing irrigation water and
flood attenuation.

The large water volume stored in the lake poses a risk for the population of 7 downstream villages,
located on the river floodplain, or on the first valley terraces. The total number of people exposed is
9000, according to INSE (National Institute of Statistics).

Figure 1. Geographical location of Drăcs, ani Lake and the downstream, corresponding study area a.
Location at county-level; b. Location of Sitna watershed in Botos, ani county; c. Location of Sitna
river, its main tributary (Burla stream), and the three hydrometrical stations from Sitna watershed;
and d. Location of Drăcs, ani Lake, and the river sector for which the simulations were performed
(between Drăcs, ani Lake and the confluence with Jijia river).

The hydrographic basin in which the study area is located is corresponds to Sitna river basin,
with a total area of 943 km2 and a river length of 78 km. The watershed is part of Jijia river basin.
Relevant information concerning Sitna river basin highlight its hydrographic settings and include
several calculated morphometrical coefficients, based on the digital elevation model data (Table 1).

Table 1. Morphometric parameters for Sitna river basin.

Relief Ratio Drainage Density Form Factor Circularity Ratio Elongation Ratio

5.28 1.31 0.21 0.14 0.52

Hydrologically speaking, a low value of the circularity ratio corresponds to a drainage basin in
which heavy rainfall would concentrate runoff in a non-synchronized manner, providing a greater
degree of morphometrical protection, than a circular drainage basin. Furthermore, the elongation ratio
also has hydrological consequences, a higher value implying a small flood risk and vice versa. Rainfall
data covering a timeframe of 48 years (1966–2014) reveals that the average multiannual precipitation
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values registered in Sitna river basin range between 553.3 (at the minimum elevation of 55.95 m) and
575.3 mm (at the maximum elevation of 417.13 m).

2.2. Chosen Area for Dam Breach Flood Simulations

This particular study area was chosen due to several reasons.
Firstly, Drăcs, ani Lake is one of the oldest artificial lakes, in Romania. Although the exact

construction year is not clear, there are testaments regarding the first, reduced version (by surface and
volume) of the lake, that dates back from before the First World War, after which the dam underwent
additional hydrotechnical changes in order to be raised, to expand into the current form, addressing
more purposes, such as irrigation, water supply, or flood attenuation. Some sources point that the
lake would date from as far as the rule of Alexander I, ruler of Moldavia, between 1400 and 1432 [42]
although aspects about the continuity of the dam are not mentioned. Due to these facts concerning the
unclear age of the dam, it is more susceptible to leaks, infiltration, or significant technical problems,
being more prone to failure than most modern dams, also considering it is not a concrete and steel
dam, but simply an earthfill one, which in turn makes it more vulnerable to damage.

Secondly, as an earthfill embankment dam lake, it is one of the largest lakes in Romania, by volume,
retaining a total water volume of 22.22 mil m3 of water, as stated in the official Flood Risk Management
Plan, made by the Prut-Bârlad Water Basin Administration [43]. It holds an enormous volume of water,
with high-risk potential for the villages located downstream.

Thirdly, high accuracy data was available for the study area, both from a hydrological stand point,
and a terrain model.

2.3. Data Aquisition

Figure 2 represents the methodological workflow followed in this study, involving the hydrological
recordings of flow rates, the LiDAR derived terrain model, topographical maps, Google Earth derived
layers, and the steps concerning the 2D HEC-RAS dam breach flood model.

Figure 2. Simplified methodological workflow for flood breach comparison analysis.

2.3.1. Generating the Digital Elevation Model

The LiDAR-based DEM used in the present study for the HEC-RAS model encompassed the use
of airborne LiDAR technology in order to be acquired. The importance of this type of data stands in
the fact that it has greater potential of displaying terrain with higher horizontal and vertical accuracy,
compared to many alternatives, and its use has been considered by several authors, especially in
two-dimensional hydraulic–hydrodynamic modeling applications [44–46]. Lidar technology is not
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dependent on shadow conditions during data collection process, and the sensor provides high vertical
accuracy, while also offering the option to extract a specific class of points for analysis, such as the points
associated to the topographic surface. Out of all alternative sources for elevation models, the following
are worth mentioning: SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) is a free dataset with global
coverage, but it has two main drawbacks. Firstly, it is radar-based, meaning it will detect all surfaces as
topography, including canopies of dense forests, and would require supplementary processing based
on in-field data, therefore providing low vertical accuracy in areas with different vegetation density
values. Secondly, the horizontal resolution for the freely available datasets is significantly coarser
(e.g., the 30 m SRTM v3). Another alternative would be in-field topographic measurements (e.g., with a
total station), but this would be a very time-consuming and expensive solution, despite the potential to
generate very high accuracy results. SFM (structure from motion)-derived elevation layers are another
alternative, but considering that the aerial imagery obtained by most drones is in the optical spectrum,
vertical accuracy would be a serious issue, and it would not be easy to generate a digital elevation
model, but rather a DSM (digital surface model), which would require heavy corrections for usage
in hydrological modeling. Considering all the aforementioned solutions, LiDAR stands out as the
best option, taking into account that it is a high resolution and high accuracy layer, for hydrological
modeling uses.

Terrain data which was available for the entire drainage basin of Sitna river (on which Drăcs, ani
Lake is built) was obtained from the National Romanian Water Administration—Prut-Bârlad Water
Administration, which consisted of a digital elevation model with a resolution of 0.5 m/pixel, which
was afterwards resampled to a resolution of 1 m × 1 m/pixel. This stage was required due to the large
extent of the study area, and also, because of time computation reasons, considering the large number
of simulations that needed to be undergone.

In order for the elevation model to be ready for the input, additional filtering needed to be done
to rule out potential errors in the dataset. By using the Hydrology Toolbox from ArcGIS 10.2, Sink and
Fill functions were applied to prevent any potential errors from occurring. As result, a high accuracy
terrain model was generated, in order to compute flow rate and flow speed data analysis, as accurate
and high resolution, as possible [47–49].

2.3.2. Hydrological Data

The hydrological data, which was provided by Prut-Bârlad Water Basin Administration,
is comprised of flow rate values registered at three hydrometrical stations, which are located on
Sitna river valley: Cătămărăs, ti, Dracs, ani and Todireni, for which data availability spans over a time
interval of 64 years (between 1953 and 2017).

Furthermore, a sketch of the dam sizes and different water levels was available, from which
important information could be extracted for the analysis, such as different occurrence probability
levels, correlated with the height of the dam, and the absolute hypsometric altitude, thus facilitating
the high accuracy of the results (Figure 3). The drawing represents the technical sketch on which the
dam was based when being built. Among the information concerning the size of the dam, additional
details such as free surface levels corresponding to the probability values of 0.5% and 2%, and also the
spillway level values, can be observed on Figure 3.

Flood occurrence probabilities were taken into consideration, for comparing with the HEC-RAS
simulations, and the most representative value chosen was 0.1%, associated with a probable flood,
which could take place every 1000 years, in order to estimate which breach size would correspond
to this probability. The dam was designed to protect against an upstream flood associated with a
0.5% occurrence probability, provided that the lake level is at the normal retention level. Additionally,
the 0.1% probability is the first statistical value to threaten the integrity of the dam, considering that
the cross-section sketch of the dam reveals a maximum water level of 5.85 m, corresponding to an
elevation of 81 m (Figure 3). Any value beyond that could possibly lead to structural damage.
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Figure 3. Cross-section sketch of Sulit,a Dam [50].

On Sitna river valley, there are a total of 8 vulnerable villages, downstream of Sulit,a dam, namely
Drăcs, ani, Sulit,a, Chelis, , Stroies, ti, Lunca, Cernes, ti, Gârbes, ti, and Todireni. After Sitna river reaches Jijia
floodplain, the immediate potentially vulnerable villages are Hlipiceni, Flores, ti, Victoria. The built-up
areas were required for the analysis, in order to assess the vulnerable constructions from the study
area. To address this, the built-up areas were manually extracted from digital topographic maps and
ortophoto imagery.

The lake boundary represents a time-variable parameter, depending of different factors, such as
hydrological regime, groundwater depletion, floods, or anthropic intervention. The most relevant lake
water extents are the water level associated with the maximum lake capacity, and the one corresponding
to the normal retention level.

Due to contradictory sources, the lake extent itself was sourced from topographic maps, which
offer the most accurate area, compared to written sources. Other cartographic materials were also
analyzed, such as 2017 Google Earth images, ESRI basemap, or recent Sentinel 2 cloud-free satellite
images, by using a classified NDVI color composite. However, all alternative results were either at
insufficient resolution, or offered inaccurate surfaces. Furthermore, water body extraction can be done
using SAR data (synthetic-aperture radar), which is favorable over optical-based Sentinel 2 bands,
due to the higher penetration through cloud cover [51].

In addition, alternative levels extracted by the aforementioned means, would require correlation
with the lake water level, which was not possible, due to a lack of synchronous time data.

The river network was automatically extracted, based on the high-accuracy terrain model,
by means of generating raster layers, such as the flow direction and flow accumulation, and classifying
them, according to a terrain model-related threshold value.

The results were converted from raster format, to polyline, in ArcGIS 10.2 software, and this
approach was chosen, because of the high-accuracy results and time of layer creation. Furthermore,
this methodology for extracting the hydrological network insures compatibility and prevents any
errors that might occur from overlaying hydrological spatial data, with other layers included in the
flood modeling.

2.4. Dam Breach Hydraulic Model

The approach by which the analysis was carried out was based on the 2D unsteady flow modeling.
The reason for such implementation is given by the functionalities of the bidimensional model
developed within HEC-RAS, which provide results with a high degree of accuracy. Since the release
of version 5.0, 2D capabilities were introduced, based on two equation sets, namely the diffusion
wave and full momentum. These functionalities made the software capable of being used for studies
that concern floodplains with wide development, dam and levee breach studies, urban settings, and
other particular cases, where water dynamics and its behavior are important to be understood from a
bidimensional perspective.
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In order to describe fluid dynamics in 3 dimensions, Navier–Stokes equations were used.
However, in the case of HEC-RAS software, for 2D and unsteady simulations, a simplification of
the modeling for canals and floods is required. In this case, shallow water (SW) equations were
used. These equations are based on incompressible flow, uniform density, and hydrostatic pressure
and are averaged by the Reynolds equation, in such a manner, that the turbulent movement can
be approximated with the help of eddy viscosity. Differentiating SW equations is given by the fact
that the horizontal extent of the modeling will be larger, indicating a smaller vertical velocity, and a
hydrostatic pressure. The momentum equation transforms into a two dimensional variant of the
diffusion wave approximation, when the SW equation has gravity and bottom friction as dominant
conditions, while the unsteady, advection and viscosity conditions are ignored. By combining the
aforementioned equation with mass conservation, a new type of equation will result, namely diffusive
wave approximation of the shallow water equation (DSW). In order to improve the simulation
time, a coarse sub-grid is recommended to be used, inside which finer topographical details can be
extracted [52–56].

HEC-RAS is a well-known and successfully used flood analysis tool, which can be applied with
high efficiency in dam breach studies [25,34,57]. As is the case of this paper, the freely available
HEC-RAS software was used (version 5.0.6), which was developed by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE). HEC-RAS was designed to solve both the 2D Full Saint Venant equation and the 2D
diffusion wave equations: This analysis represents a shallow water model, with the diffusion wave
approximation of the shallow water equations specified below [56]:

∂H
∂t
−∇·β∇H + q = 0 (1)

Where : β =
(R(H))

5
3

n|∇H|
1
2

(2)

where H is the water surface elevation, t is time, the differential operator del (∇) is the vector of the
partial derivate operators given by ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y), β is the momentum coefficient, ∇H represents
the surface elevation gradient, q represents a source/sink flux term, R is the hydraulic radius, and n
represents the empirical derived Manning’s n coefficient.

The 2D diffusion wave model is documented for its use concerning dam break studies, being
considered an appropriate tool to simulate inundation depth and arrival time of dam-break flows [58,59],
and is also recognized for its computational efficiency. Before opting for the 2D diffusion wave model,
the full momentum model was tested in order to see if results could be improved. Due to modeling
errors and unsatisfactory results consisting of large residual water volumes remaining in the lake,
at the end of simulations (which did not flow through the breach), the only applied model was the 2D
diffusion wave, which is reported to accurately model several use cases, has greater stability and allows
the model to run faster [32,56,58,60,61]. Despite providing good stability, there have been reports on
instability issues concerning the 2D diffusion wave model [52–54].

All necessary data was imported into HEC-RAS, by first converting the digital elevation model into
an appropriate format, namely the hierarchical data format (hdf). After defining the input geometry
used in the analysis, which represents the reservoir, the dam, Sitna river valley downstream of the dam
and the boundary conditions, the geometry was created. The reservoir was defined as storage area.
Due to the large surface of the study area, Sitna river valley, downstream of the dam was modeled
using a mesh with a cell size of 19 m × 19 m, adding up to a total of 106,241 cells, while the dam was
modeled as a weir. By doing this, the mesh was guaranteed to capture the study area in full detail, and
provided insurance that the model is computationally efficient, at the same time. To be able to design
the dam in HEC-RAS environment, the different parameter sizes were required to be introduced into
the module.
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As it is specified in previous studies, the mesh cell size is directly proportional with the accuracy
of the results when simulating flow over an area [62,63]. When using high resolution DEM over
small areas, in order for the model to be accurate, small cell sizes can be used, as the computational
requirements are less relevant, and the simulations run faster. For the current study, the LiDAR DEM,
which spans the entire study area is high resolution, and covers a large area. Due to this fact, in order
to be computationally accurate and time efficient, several tests have been performed, for a small
sample area, prior to the analysis, to identify what value could be an appropriate cell size for the
mesh. Initial testing was done for a mesh cell size of 30 m × 30 m, to see the effect on the accuracy
of the model and afterwards, the size of the cells was reduced, in increments of 5 m, up to a mesh
cell size of 1 m × 1 m. The 20 m × 20 m mesh cell size was found to be the limit at which accuracy
does not improve significantly, but computational time is still reasonable. It was decided that the
simulations would be run slightly below this threshold, therefore at 19 m × 19 m. The test results were
also superimposed on the buildings layer to verify for any difference in overlaying (if some buildings
would be left out of the flood extent, at certain resolutions). Considering this, the mesh resolution of
19 m × 19 m was identified as an optimal point of diminishing returns, providing both high accuracy
and reasonable simulation times. However, this value is only applicable to the current study area,
and cannot be considered universal by any means, because of particularities of different river valleys
regarding the morphometry and morphology.

To have a better view of the potential risk the dam can pose to the downstream inhabited areas,
as well as different information regarding multiple possible scenarios, a number of 12 breaches were
considered and introduced into the analysis. They range over an interval from a 1% breach and continue
towards a 5% breach, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and eventually, to a full collapse
of Sulit,a dam (100% breach). The sizes of the breaches were calculated based on the area of the dam,
following the aforementioned percentages. Initially, the intent was to compare flow rates, according
to exponential statistical probabilities, similar to common recurrence probabilities, such as 1%, 5%,
10%, and 100%. The original hypothesis was that a critical value would be identified at one of these
values. Additionally, after running these simulations, there was no clear value, emphasized as critical.
The four simulations provided too much uncertainty, considering that there were no intermediate
simulations between 10 and 100. Therefore, 8 more values were chosen to be added to the simulation
(from 20 to 90, in increments of 10 percent), in order to clarify or identify a critical value, which was
not previously identified. After running these 8 supplementary simulations, the 10% critical value was
identified. Running a simulation for every percent was taken into account (100 simulations, in total),
but this was not feasible, due to the processing duration of each simulation, which would have added
up months of delay for the entire study. Breach sizes are considered reasonable, provided that previous
studies/literature references have addressed breach dimensions for earthfill dams, with large breaches
of 26%/60% [64]. Common large breach sizes have also been confirmed to be twice to 5 times as wide,
as the height of the earth dam [65], which would correspond to a 5% breach size, for the current dam
study. Provided that there is no universal standard for earth dam breach sizes (due to multiple factors
such as dam dimension, relation with the lake water volume, construction material, etc.), and also
the wide range of breach size values referenced in previous studies, the intention was to address as
much as possible, as many representative potential breach sizes. In addition, the simulations have
been compared to the real-life dam break accident of Belci earth dam, Romania, 29 July 1991. Belci dam
break occurred because of overtopping, after extreme torrential rainfall, upstream of the dam and is
similarly sized to the current dam. Therefore, comparison between the two dams is extremely relevant.
The Belci dam breach size was calculated at 17%, but it could have been significantly larger, if erosion
would have not stopped into the concrete structure of the sluice gates (which were not functional at
the moment the dam broke). Therefore, large breach size simulations are not novelty, and are highly
relevant, in the context of the numerous earth dams that have been built in Romania/across the world.
The final extent and values were according to the expected results, within margin of error. By “expected
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results”, we refer to proportional results, compared to the aforementioned real-life dam break accident,
involving dam type, dam size, water volume, reservoir evacuation time, and breach dimensions.

The simulation considered the maximum water capacity of the reservoir, namely 22.22 mil m3

(which corresponds to an elevation of 81 m, along the dam section), introduced into the model based
on the “Elevation vs. Volume curve” method. The chosen roughness values (Manning n values)
were the default ones (0.06) since the land cover of Sitna river valley does not account for complex
patterns, mainly consisting of pastures, agricultural land, and different grass formations. Prior to the
simulations, testing was performed with Manning n values, in order to verify the difference in results.
This implied performing several simulations, while leaving all parameters the same, except for the
Manning values [66]. This revealed a calculated difference in flooded area of 0.97%, which is considered
negligible, and this test was performed with the lowest Manning value possible, in accordance to
the land cover characteristics of the study area (0.045 for the entire floodplain). It was verified if
there are any relevant differences concerning velocity, flood extent or depth, and no such significant
differences/results were discovered. This does not necessarily represent the real life scenario, but the
intention was to compare any potential differences with a significantly lower Manning value. Previous
studies have addressed the effects of mesh resolution on flood modeling, and have analyzed the topic
of Manning values, which would be required to be very large, in order to have any significant impact
on model predictions [62]. Furthermore, Manning values for the study area range from 0.045 to 0.07,
therefore, an average value of 0.06 (the default value) is completely reasonable. In addition, because
of the coarse resolution of the CLC land use layer, in conjunction with land use dynamics, too many
uncertainty variables could have been introduced into the simulation. Regarding CLC layers, it is
known that the methodology for their creation implies drawing polygons of a minimum area of 25 ha,
which involves generalizing any fine cartographic details. This generalization is not recommended for
high accuracy analyses. Therefore, in order to exclude potential calculation errors between all breach
simulations, or induce unknown variables in the analysis, it was decided to standardize the Manning
roughness coefficient for the entire floodplain, and leave it at default values.

After the creation of the geometric data and the input of the roughness parameter, the next
step referred to establishing the boundary conditions. This parameter consisted of the normal depth
boundary condition, representing the average riverbed slope, which is used to allow water to be
distributed into the 2D flow area. For the study area, the input value for the normal depth parameter
was calculated at a value of 0.001.

The rest of the necessary parameters for the simulation to start were introduced into the model,
and the breach formation time was set to 1 h. The breach was not assumed to be instantaneous,
due to the fact that the simulation does not imply sudden dam collapse (as would be the case for
extreme structural failure, explosions, or dam seepage). The current study addresses the dam breach
simulations, made for overtopping—the main cause of earth dam failure, in 48% of all cases [8], which
are not instantaneous, because the goal of the study is not to assess a worst-case scenario, such as
previous studies [64], but to compare multiple, reasonable scenarios. HEC-RAS manual states that
“breach formation time must be estimated outside of the HEC-RAS software, and entered into the
program.”. Therefore, a historical event regarding a similar earth dam, with a similar size was identified,
and used as reference (Belci dam break, Romania, 29 July 1991). By comparison to Sulit,a dam (610 m
long, 5.85 m tall, a volume of 22.22 mil m3, with a drainage basin of 943 km2), Belci dam was 415 m
long, 4–8 m tall, storing a volume of 12.5 mil m3, with a drainage basin of 993 km2. Furthermore, both
dams were covered with concrete slabs on the lake-side slope. Belci dam was breached by overtopping,
due to exceptional rainfall, and maximum flow rate was recorded in approximately 2 h after the breach
occurred. According to the official hydrological report of Siret Water Basin Administration, there was a
total volume of 34.01 mil m3 of water that flowed through the breach, during the flood. Considering
this relevant comparative study, an empirically recommended breach formation time of half of the
Belci event was included into the simulations (1 h). This information is backed up by previous studies,
that mentioned failure times of earth dams between 15 min, up to 1 h [67]; or that 50% of earth dam
breach formation times are under 1.5 h [68].
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Alongside with the unsteady flow set parameters, the computational time steps were specified
accordingly, in order to balance the accuracy-stability level of the model. This process is a time-consuming
one, considering the fact that dam breach analysis is amongst the most unstable hydraulic model.

Time steps were calculated according to the courant condition. Prior to running the 12 simulations,
three simulations were done for the 1%, 10%, and 100%, with a time step of 30 s, only to identify
the average water velocity. This value of 30 s was chosen, due to the recommendation given in the
HEC-RAS manual, which states that typical time steps for dam break simulations range between
1 and 60 s, therefore the average value was used. The average water velocity was extracted from
these simulations, because errors regarding average water velocity values are negligible. From these
3 average velocity values, the other 9 values were extrapolated, for the remaining breach sizes. These
average water velocities were multiplied by 1.5, in order to identify the flood wave speed (according to
the recommendations of HEC-RAS manual, stating that such a multiplication can be used for practical
reasons, in order to identify the flood wave speed). The courant condition also requires the distance
step, which corresponds to the value of the mesh cell size (19 m), and the Time step (in seconds).
Courant condition values were calculated for all 12 breach sizes, for 3 representative time step values
(10, 20, and 30 s), resulting in a table of courant values. From this table, values lower than 1 were chosen
for simulations, according to the courant condition. Therefore, the final time step values corresponding
to the courant values were, as follows: 10 s time step for 100% breach size; 30 s for the 1% breach size;
and 20 s for breach sizes from 5% to 90%.

The results of the simulations consisted of the following layers: flood boundary, flood depth,
flood velocity, and flood arrival time, for every input breach scenario.

3. Results

After running the simulation for the 12 representative breach sizes, the most relevant parameters
were extracted, in order to emphasize the comparison between the different scenarios. The most
relevant parameters involved the number of buildings affected by each flood extent; total flooded area
(including the delimited confluence area with Jijia river); maximum flood water depth; maximum
water velocity; flood propagation time from the moment the breach occurs, until the first flood wave
exists Sitna River Valley, and enters Jijia floodplain; reservoir evacuation time; and average water
velocity (Table 2).

Results were not distributed in a linear manner, but rather more similarly to an exponential
trendline. Most parameters values suggest similar manifestation types, except for the extreme breach
size scenarios, at both ends of the spectrum (1%, 5% vs. 100%). These generate the most individualized
results in the parameters table, mostly considering the number of affected buildings, water depth or
reservoir evacuation time.

Table 2. Parameter comparison results for the given flood simulations, corresponding to each breach size.

Breach Size NFB TFA (ha) MWD (m) MWV (m/s) FPT(h) RET (min) AWV (m/s)

1% 36 1179.70 8.44 8.78 10 h 13 min 54 h 0.35
5% 214 1876.74 9.95 8.80 7 h 59 min 32 h 0.57

10% 233 1903.52 9.97 8.82 7 h 48 min 23 h 0.59
20% 235 1908.71 10.01 8.83 5 h 41 min 20 h 0.60
30% 238 1909.71 10.02 8.84 5 h 37 min 14 h 0.62
40% 240 1913.38 10.05 9.19 5 h 32 min 11 h 0.62
50% 241 1918.36 10.06 9.28 5 h 26 min 8 h 15 min 0.63
60% 241 1921.03 10.07 10.13 5 h 21 min 7 h 15 min 0.63
70% 242 1922.40 10.07 11.65 5 h 20 min 6 h 30 min 0.63
80% 242 1926.84 10.08 12.91 5 h 19 min 5 h 30 min 0.63
90% 242 1929.75 10.10 13.55 5 h 19 min 4 h 15 min 0.63

100% 376 2068.34 11.76 21.78 5 h 18 min 3 h 15 min 0.68

NFB—Number of flooded buildings; TFA—Total flooded area; MWD—Maximum water depth; MWV—Maximum
water velocity; FPT—Flood propagation time; RET—Reservoir evacuation time; AWV—Average water velocity.
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In order to calculate the reservoir evacuation time, a hydrograph-based approach was applied:
for each simulation, the flow-rate hydrograph was generated, for the same cross-section, located at the
dam. This hydrograph contains flow-rate over time. Therefore, the moment that the flow-rate dropped
below the flow-rate associated with a 99.9% recurrence probability was identified. This flow rate
value corresponds to 41 m3/s, and was derived using the flood frequency curve. Based on historical
hydrological data, this would be the predicted value of a yearly flood. Resulting times were rounded
to 15 min increments, as this parameter is preferred to be considered as “estimated time”, rather
than “exact”, as precise calculations would be impossible, due to the numerous factors that would
influence them in a real-life scenario. These factors range from potentially larger flow-rates from
upstream, sediment-related aspects of the bottom of the lake, residual water volume after the break, etc.
In addition, the values corresponded to the expected results, when considering a comparison to the only
similar dam break accident in Romania (Belci earth dam break by overtopping, 29 July 1991), which
emptied out its 34.1 mil m3 volume (not designed volume, but a real, upstream flood-generated, total
water volume) in 5 h (according to an official hydrological report of Siret Water Basin Administration).
Calculations revealed that this historical accident corresponded to a breach size of 17%, of the total
dam size.

The total flooded area increased in size, drastically, for the first three scenarios, becoming relatively
stabilized, only showing a slight value increase for most of the given parameters. This is mostly due to
the floodplain width, which helps distribute the water evenly from side to side, also as a consequence of
low slope values. At a certain point, after the lowest areas are flooded, in order for the total flooded area
to expand, water has to build-up vertically, therefore requiring significantly more amounts of water.
That certain point was identified in the results, as the 10% breach size. This is a critical value, because
above it (except for the 100% breach size), the other simulations generate only negligible increases of
total flooded area, and number of affected buildings. It is important to state that this critical breach size
is the point at which the relative maximum damage potential is reached (number of affected buildings,
total flooded area, etc.), with the lowest flow rate value. This can only be validated for the present study
area, it is not considered a universal standard value, due to the difference in floodplain topography,
flow rates, roughness, channel sinuosity, and other morphometrical and morphological parameters.

The largest differences occurred in the water velocity and depth parameters. Both maximum
and average velocity grew by larger unit increments, compared to the other parameters, due to the
topography. The same valley section needs to accommodate for the transportation of a larger volume
of water, at the highest flow rates simulated, due to the fact that at 10%, the floodplain reaches almost
complete water coverage. Therefore, in order for the same valley section to be able to transport the
potential flow rates generated the higher breach size simulations, the flood water level has to rise,
and velocity increases. Considering the floodplain is almost fully inundated at 10%, this explains
why the water velocity keeps rising in value, up to 100% breach size simulation, by contrast to the
other parameters.

Starting at the 5% simulated breach and up, water flowing from the lake is subjected to the
backwater phenomenon, when the flood water from a river course intersects with a left-side tributary,
along its path and starts flooding upstream of that particular creek [69]. This backwater flood is not
negligible, covering considerable areas in the flood of both the first tributary of Sitna River, immediately
downstream of Sulit,a dam, named Burla Stream, and Jijia River, after the confluence with Sitna River.

The flooded areas were significant, from the 10% simulation, up to the 100% one, with similar
potential damage, as measured. In the case of Burla tributary, flood water flows upstream for 2 km,
for the 10% breach size, and for 2.14 km, for the 100% breach size, while on Jijia floodplain, the floodwater
reached similar values: 2 km for the 10% simulation, and 2.1 km for the 100% one. Furthermore,
some potential damages were associated to these large flood extents, quantified as 3 houses being
flooded on Jijia River, both at 10%, and 100% breach size simulations; and 63 and 66 houses, for the
10%, respectively 100% simulation.
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The 12 mapped scenarios emphasized the vulnerability of the numerous buildings in Sulit,a village,
in the face of backwater flood water phenomenon, which also emphasized the 10% critical scenario,
at which floodplain saturation with floodwater was almost met (Figure 4). Both average and maximum
depths were of significant importance, due to the increased potential destructive energy of the flood
wave at deeper flood water layers. The maximum depth distribution for the given scenarios confirmed
the presence of the critical 10% breach size. Above this threshold, maximum depth values tended to
stagnate, at 8.5–8.8 m, which was explained by the large floodplain widths, which could accommodate
a very large volume of water.

Figure 4. Flood water depth in the vicinity of the dam breach, for all simulated scenarios.
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Considering the fairly similar values of the average water velocity for the breaches above and
including 20%, the high maximum water velocity values were only valid for isolated situations, mostly
associated with the breach location and certain narrow, straight river sections. Otherwise, the average
speed was very much attenuated by the large flooded areas (mostly on a lateral orientation). Here,
water was almost stagnant, at a significant distance from the flood wave centerline, such as the outer,
side regions of the floodplain, where depth values were also reduced. Additionally, the general river
course was significantly sinuous, and the floodplain roughness mostly corresponded to arable land
(Manning coefficient value of 0.06). Taking into consideration the existence of a critical breach size at
10%, and the lowest and largest parameter values, velocity and time travel were relevant to be mapped
at these specific simulations (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Water velocity and time travel values for representative breach sizes (1%, 10%, and 100%).

Maximum and average velocity values were not the only relevant ones, considering the different
floodplain widths, along the entirety of Sitna River valley. The first half section was narrower, up to
the point where the river exists Lunca village sector. Here, the average speed was significantly higher
at approximately double the average speeds, compared to the middle section (where the floodplain
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widened to a constant 1 km distance, rather than 0.5–0.7 km), which corresponds to the upstream
section. Next to the confluence, the floodplain tightened again, introducing similarly increasing
average speeds, as seen immediately downstream of the dam. This only emphasized the importance of
the topography in simulations, which greatly influenced the travel time, average velocity values, and
maximum velocity, in a larger manner than roughness or river sinuosity. The 1% simulation generated
the most constant travel speeds, along the entire Sitna River valley.

Isochrones were generated from the flood propagation time raster (FPT), to emphasize the travel
time required by the flood wave to reach the confluence area, with a time start point associated with
the breach location.

The 100% breach size flood travel time was more uniform across the entire length of the valley,
which is justifiable by the large height of the flood wave. It would travel more compactly, while
encountering less relative resistance from the topographic features, compared to the lower breach size
simulations. Regarding the latter, the water was differently distributed (it is a two-stage expansion:
firstly, it fills the permanent riverbeds’ limits; secondly, it extends into the entirety of the floodplain).
Although, upwards of the 10% scenario, the severity of the flood impact diminished significantly,
the 100% breach size flood had more destructive potential. This is due to the fact that the main river
channel was not firstly filled with flood water, but it travelled in a block-type manner. Therefore,
it did not provide any early warning signs for any residents downstream, as was the case for the
lower-tier simulations.

There are differently constructed built-up areas along the river valley, some locations offering better
flood protection for the local homes, while others are mostly exposed. Lunca village has numerous
buildings distributed on a perpendicular direction to the river’s flow direction, which makes them
highly vulnerable in the direct path of the flood wave. On the contrary, Cernes, ti village, for example,
is comprised of houses more suitably built, safe from potential floods (Figure 6). This stands as a
testimony for the importance of building permit restrictions in flood prone areas, and good land
planning management, as well as the need to address the issue of proper hydrotechnical constructions,
for flood damage mitigation.

Figure 6. Worst (left) and best (right) scenarios, concerning the location of built-up areas (100%
breach size).
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Land use categories affected by the chosen flood simulation values were also taken into account,
and compared, to reveal the classes that would suffer the most damage. Fortunately, for all 12 given
cases, the vast majority of damaged land used would be pastures, followed by non-irrigated arable
land, and other types of land involving agricultural use (Table 3).

Out of economic reasoning, these vulnerable classes comprising most of the land exposed to
floods could be considered to be significantly large, but the inhabited areas were relatively reduced in
size (Figure 7).

Table 3. Flooded areas, by land use category, according to Corine Land Cover 2018, for all breach sizes.

CLC
Code

Flooded Areas (ha)

1% 5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

112 1 40.3 85.8 87.2 86.3 87.7 82.9 85.3 86.9 87.2 87.1 86.4 110.6
211 2 204.7 339.8 343.9 340.5 347.1 329.0 337.6 343.1 344.4 343.9 341.6 398.7
221 3 - 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
222 4 3.6 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 6.5
231 5 771.1 1095.8 1106.3 1094.0 1107.0 1092.1 1093.3 1099.0 1101.4 1100.6 1096.7 1163.3
242 6 25.5 108.1 110.0 109.4 107.7 94.7 108.4 109.6 109.4 109.5 109.0 105.8
243 7 117.3 164.5 164.6 164.7 165.3 164.8 164.2 164.9 165.0 165.0 164.8 173.2

1 Discontinuous urban fabric; 2 Non-irrigated arable land; 3 Vineyards; 4 Fruit trees and berry plantations;
5 Pastures; 6 Complex cultivation patterns; 7 Land principally occupied by agriculture, with significant areas of
natural vegetation.

Figure 7. Land use distribution and total affected surfaces by category, for 100% breach size.

Land along the floodplain is regularly more fertile than surrounding areas, and almost perfectly
flat (which aids in the easy deployment and operation of farming machines), and this was also the
case here. This explains the dominance of agriculture-related areas, which are potentially subjected
to flooding, at various breach size simulations. The most notable issue is that the inhabited areas
most exposed to flooding (Lunca village) are located in the upper third of Sitna river valley, which is
unfavorable because of the narrow width of the floodplain, and the shorter alert time for evacuation.
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4. Discussion

4.1. General Discussion

Flow rate hydrographs and cross-section depth graphs were generated from the table data
exported from HEC-RAS, both downstream of Sulit,a dam, and also upstream, corresponding to the
backwater flood sector [69]. Hydrographs of both flow rates and depth levels are relevant to the flood
analysis, in addition to flood bands, depth distribution or velocity layers. This is due to the fact that
they can emphasize different types of danger, through different aspects (shape of the hydrograph,
single or multiple peak discharge values, total duration, and flow rate distribution in time).

Out of all 12 breach size simulations, only 6 were chosen for comparison, in order to mitigate
graphic redundancy (overlaying multiple, very similar data graphs), and increase visual fidelity
(a more-easily understandable graph). These 6 breach sizes are, as follows: 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and
100%. Despite the high accuracy input and output layers that are used by HEC-RAS software, there have
been previous reports of instability issues, especially regarding table datasets [70–72]. For the current
study, multiple locations for cross-sections were proposed, but, unfortunately, several downstream
cross-section table datasets present flawed values, for certain sectors of the dataset, and they were not
accounted for. In other instances, an intermediate hydrograph (e.g., 20% breach size) would peak at
almost double the flowrate, of even the 100% breach size, with an abrupt, vertical start, surpassing
all other trendlines. Another example of table error was the introduction of sine-wave oscillations,
for some hydrographs, such as seen in Figure 8a. These datasets were subjected to cross-validation
with depth layers, and the errors do not perpetuate into the spatial layers. However, in previous
studies, 2D modeling has provided accurate results, being used even in large scale flood analysis for
urban areas [73].

Errors were encountered while generating the depth level tables for the 6 scenarios selected,
for the 100% breach size, which did not contain values for depth. This was the only case for which
HEC-RAS did not export values, and despite running the simulations again at 98% and 99% breach
sizes, the table could not be generated, based on the instability issues posed by HEC-RAS simulations.

Despite numerous issues, two locations for cross-sections were identified (Figure 8), which did not
exhibit significant errors (if any), in the form of upstream profile P1 (both flow rate graph and water
depth profiles were generated: Figure 8a,b), and downstream profile P2 (with graphs in Figure 8c,d).
These cross-sections are the most representative, considering that one corresponds to backwater
flooding, while the other is a typical case of a downstream flood cross section.

After analyzing the time-coded flow rate and water level data, in conjunction to depth and velocity
layers, it would have been assumed that hydrographs downstream of the dam breach would have two
crests/peak values for each simulation. This was assumed due to the temporary storage character of
Burla floodplain, which would drain immediately after the lake was mostly emptied out, generating a
second crest, after the initial one caused directly by the lake water. However, this was not the case.
Only one crest was identified on all hydrographs. This does not imply that the temporary backwater
flooding does not have an impact on the general flood. On the contrary, it contributes to the severity of
the general flood simulations, by acting as an extra-source of flood water, after a given amount of time.

4.2. Backwater Discussion

Profile P1 was chosen to emphasize the backwater character of the flood. For cross-section P1,
the total duration of the flood was significantly shorter than the downstream P2 profile. In contrast to
Profile P2, the backwater character of Burla stream induces lower peak flow rates, a shorter overall
flood time, and steeper recession limbs on the hydrograph. The backwater flood manifests in three
stages. Firstly, there is an initial flooding of the upstream sector, during which flood water travels
upstream. Secondly, there is a short stagnation period, when the storage capacity of the floodplain is
saturated. Thirdly, the water starts to flow back, in the opposite direction. The flow stagnates for all
breach scenarios for less than 1 h and 30 min. While flowing upstream, the entire volume of water
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does not transit the floodplain in one direction, but cumulates as a temporary lake, followed by the
flow in the opposite, downstream direction. On the hydrograph (Figure 8a), the moment of upstream
flow stagnation is given by the exact time at which the flow values reach 0 m3/s. This is followed by
negative values, which represent the reversal of the flow, back towards downstream (Figure 8a).

The dam is located in the vicinity of a confluence area of two rivers with significantly wide
floodplains. The floods simulated from the dam have very large flow rates, and because of this,
the floodplain located downstream of the dam cannot accommodate the large amount of water.
Therefore, the entire volume of water is spread along a larger area, including the Burla floodplain,
which is upstream. Therefore, the flood initially extends into an “uphill”/upstream direction, as well as
the regular, downstream direction. This backwater phenomenon has been emphasized in HEC-RAS
for Profile P1, through the negative flow rates, which come after the initial, positive ones. The 100%
breach simulation has a higher peak flow rate (for both profiles P1 and P2), and a shorter, steeper
limb on the hydrograph, which emphasizes the massive flood wave. Due to this massive flood wave,
the water that forms the backwater flood on Burla stream is captive, until the peak of the hydrograph
passes. This peak takes half an hour to decrease, and during this time (3:30–4:00), the backwater flood
is in a relative stage of stagnation. Therefore, the entire volume of water from the backwater flood
cannot return downstream, because of the massive flood wave on the Sitna floodplain. After this half
hour, the backwater starts to flow back, but relatively slower than the 50% simulation, because it was
blocked by the massive flood wave, which still stood in its path. This is the reason for which the 100%
breach hydrograph did not reach such high negative flow rate values, as the 50% scenario. By contrast,
the 50% breach flood had a lower peak flow rate and the flood wave was significantly lower than the
100% scenario, therefore it could not block the backwater flood it generated, as efficiently, as the 100%
scenario. Due to this, the backwater flood corresponding to the 50% scenario was more powerful, after
changing direction back to downstream, and it reached a higher flow rate, meaning that it flowed
back almost as fast, as it flowed upstream. In conclusion, the 50% flood flows back in a compact
form/”block”, while in the 100% scenario, the backwater flood was blocked by the main flood wave,
and could not return downstream as fast as the 50% scenario.

As additional information, although not completely visible on Figure 8a (due to overlapping of
flow rate values from all simulations), all scenarios had backwater flooding (Figure 4), with negative
flow values, as generated by HEC-RAS. This is proof that the negative values from the backwater flow
rate hydrograph (Figure 8a) correspond to the entire volume of flood water, which had initially flowed
upstream, and was now flowing back downstream, after reaching the maximum extent.

All the aforementioned behavior was confirmed by several animations, generated in HEC-RAS at
different zoom levels and the water movement was analyzed in synchronization with the hydrographs,
via timestamps. Therefore, the moments at which flood water started retreating from the backwater
flood, were identified from the animations, which included time data, this time data was correlated
with the time data of the hydrographs. By doing this synchronization and analysis of the animations
from HEC-RAS, the negative values of the flow rate on P1 profile hydrographs could be explained.

The six selected breaches differed proportionally. The higher the flow rate, the faster Burla
floodplain fills up, and the more abruptly the flow rate stops on an upstream direction. Several tests
were performed to verify if there were any differences in the shape of the hydrograph, depending on the
location of the cross-section. Location for this cross-section was changed from the confluence with Sitna
river, all the way upstream, to the furthest point where all six scenarios extended. All characteristics
remained the same, except for the absolute values (the shape, the rising and recession limbs, peak flow
order, or delay order).

Initially, it was believed that the backwater flood contribution on the general Sitna valley flood
would be identified on the flow rate hydrograph, as a second peak discharge value, but this was not
the case. The influence of this temporary storage of the backwater flood sector can be seen on the flow
rate hydrograph of the downstream profile: the flow rate values succeeding the peak hydrograph
readings (on the recession limb) increased slightly, and this effect was best visible for the 100% and
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50% scenarios. This prolonged and intensified the flood waves, and its effect was greatest for the
following 1–2 h (depending on the breach size). Following that, the backwater flood ended completely
in another 6 h (interval that corresponds to the 100% breach size), flowing out of Burla floodplain
entirely. Therefore, the effect of the backwater river sector flood on the Sitna valley flood manifested in
two stages. Firstly, it provided “protection”, redirecting part of the initial peak flood wave, upstream,
while lowering the maximum peak flow rate value for the downstream flood sector. Secondly, after
reaching maximum storage capacity, it started flowing back into Sitna floodplain, increasing the flow
rate of the flood, after roughly 1 h, and contributing to potential, increased damage.

Figure 8. Flow rate hydrographs of upstream (a), and downstream (c) cross-sections, with the associated
cross-section depth graphs ((b), and (d) respectively).
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In order to standardize the results, all simulations were carried out based on a time-code, with
a breach occurring at 3:00 AM, by convention. Comparing flow rate hydrographs for P1 and P2
profiles, a few relevant aspects are revealed. Firstly, the greatest difference emerged from the maximum
flow rate values (approximately 770 m3/s, for P1, and 1730 m3/s, for P2), as well as the average flow
values. Secondly, flood duration was larger for the downstream cross-section. The backwater flooding
simulations for all 12 breach sizes reached peak extent in a time interval that ranged from a minimum
of 55 min (100% breach size) to a maximum time of 1 h and 15 min (1% breach size). Afterwards,
it started to flow backwards, in a regular, downstream-oriented manner.

In order to prove the impact of the backwater flood on the overall, downstream flood on Sitna river,
cumulated flood water volumes were calculated using both the surface volume function in ArcGIS, and
multiplications between flood surface and average depth pixel values, in order to validate the results.
These numbers were converted into relative values, in regard to the total water volume simulated
for Drăcs, ani lake (22.22 mil m3). The lowest influence was of 0.19% (42,500 m3), for the 1% breach
size, while the largest was of approximately 3.9% (86,600 m3), for the 100% breach, with intermediate
values of 1.72%, 2.78%, 3.44%, and 3.76%, for the 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50% respectively. As previously
mentioned, all of these values aid in moderating the high peak flow rates for the given simulations.

4.3. Temporal Aspects

Time propagation delay for flood waves of the different scenarios is an important matter to
address, because there were also significant differences between all simulations. Results led to a
simple classification of the selected breach scenarios. For the purpose of this discussion, a cross-section
corresponding to Lunca village was chosen, considering its high vulnerability to floods (as seen in
Figure 6, numerous buildings were associated with flood risk). This cross-section revealed a flow
rate hydrograph that emphasized three classes of delay times for the six simulations. They had, as a
starting reference time, the original moment associated to the breach occurrence:

a. The first class (the 1% scenario) corresponded to a delay of 7 h and 50 min. It posed little to
no risk to the local population. Additionally, the flood extent would be limited enough, that it
would only reach a reduced number of buildings.

b. Second class was comprised of the 5% and 10% simulations, with an average delay of 6 h and
15 min. This was still considered to have low risk, during which warnings could reach the
population early enough, that potential casualties would be completely preventable.

c. The last, and most dangerous class, grouped the 20% to 100% scenarios, with an estimated delay
ranging from 2 h and 30 min (100% breach) to 3 h and 30 min (20% breach), posing significantly
less warning time, in addition to the high flow rate values, which would cause considerably
more potential damages and casualties.

Therefore, the values of this last class (all simulations over 20%) were the ones posing the greatest
degree of risk on Lunca village, which was the most vulnerable village in Sitna river valley.

The flow rate hydrograph revealed different lengths of time associated to values exceeding
1000 m3/s, which we considered to be a critical, reference value for this particular case. Taking into
account the fact that there was a significant difference in flow rates between scenarios lower than
10%, and greater than 10%, all modeled simulations were virtually divided into two classes: critical
and non-critical. Therefore, flow rates surpassed the 1000 m3/s threshold, for different time spans,
as follows: 55 min for the 100% flow rate, 65 min for 50%, 75 min for 20%, 40 min for 10%, while at 5%,
registering an estimated 600 m3/s.

4.4. Flood Mitigation Aspects

Considering the floodplain widths varied significantly, and reached a maximum value of
approximately 1 km after the first third sector of Sitna valley, the addition of the backwater flood
contribution was not easily identifiable on any flow rate hydrographs, downstream of Profile 2.
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This translated into a natural form of protection, given by the widening of the floodplain, where the
flood wave could spread more to the sides of the river valley. By contrast, in the hypothetical case of a
narrow valley, instead of having a water volume distributed on the sides, actual depths and velocity
would increase and provoke more damage.

Another reason for the lower than expected flood impact was also attributed to the existence of
small fishing lakes, downstream of the dam, bordered by earth levees, which act as partial or complete
polders, for flood mitigation. Their influence on the flood distribution was both protective, and harmful.
Firstly, it is necessary to state that the LIDAR model used for the purpose of the current analysis
encompassed these lakes at regular water levels, and all breach size simulations were undergone taking
them into consideration, with no further editing of the elevation model. On one hand, they filled up
and temporarily stored a significant volume of flood water, reducing the downstream impact of the
flood. On the other hand, once filled, they left only a narrow section of the floodplain (Figure 8d)
for the rest of the flood wave to pass through (on the right side of the valley). This led to increased
velocities, and also, after the flood wave passed, they acted as storage areas, which prolonged the
negative potential flood effects. This fact was also validated by HEC-RAS animations, which revealed
the flooded areas at any moment in time.

However, the exact quantitative effects were not measured, such as in other previous studies [73].
Future research on this topic will include the impact of polders and embankments on flood
mitigation, quantified at different water levels, flow rates, through 1D and 2D approaches, at different
occurrence probabilities, in order to identify the theoretical, critical flood probability, and its potential
correspondence with the values from this current study.

4.5. Validation

Validation is a key concept in any mathematical simulations, and implicitly in comparative
analyses, due to the numerous parameters encompassed in a complex model, such as dam breach flood
models. Data availability is another serious issue, and in-field validation is frequently impossible.
Therefore, direct validation could not be performed for the given simulations, but several alternative
approaches to validate inputs/parameters and results were addressed:

Firstly, several aforementioned references from literature were analyzed and data regarding both
the input parameters and output results was compared. Breach formation time was set to 1 h as
provided in the aforementioned studies [67,68]. Choice of mesh cell size was validated as appropriate,
provided by previous studies, addressing mesh resolution differences at 4 m, 8 m, 16 m, and 32 m
resolutions, proving that intermediate values (similar to the 19 m mesh cell size used in this study)
provide high accuracy, while keeping computational times and errors at lower levels [62].

Similarly sized dams, with significantly similar hydrometric characteristics have been subject of
dam break simulations, such as Chipembe Dam, Mozambique (an embankment dam with a 946 km2

drainage basin, 24.8 mil m3 of storage capacity, and comparable downstream slope) [52]. For this
particular case, average velocities ranged from 0.5 to 1 m/s and flow rates between 1450 and 2748 m3/s
were generated, offering similar results with the current study (maximum of 1730 m3/s, for P2).
Furthermore, flood hydrographs revealed similarly shaped attenuation curves. This comparison is
even more relevant, when accounting for the fact that this particular reference study was validated by
comparison to real life dam failure data, also confirming the highly similar results of different Manning
coefficients for the modeling. Furthermore, breach sizes were chosen according to literature references
centralizing tens of real earth dam break cases, and covered a wide range of scenarios, with case studies
concluding that breach sizes could get significantly large 26%/60% [64] regularly 2–5 times wider than
the the dam height [65].

Secondly, a spatial flood extent layer made by the Prut-Bârlad Water Administration, on Sitna
valley, for a 0.1% recurrence probability was used, to compare current results to official flood results.
This layer corresponds to an unsteady flow analysis, therefore validation involved two steps. First of
all, the 10% breach size simulation was chosen for comparison to an unsteady simulation performed
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for the same flow-rate, with all other parameters left unchanged (mesh cell size, time steps, manning
values, and boundary conditions). The results yielded a coverage similarity of 98.7% between the flood
extent layers, with negligible difference between simulations. Validation via flood extent has been
addressed in Table 4, correlating flood extents generated from different approaches. Similar studies
have provided validation via flood extent validation, also using HEC-RAS software, while including
layers such as satellite imagery [39].

Table 4. Flood extent area correlation.

Study Results (10% Breach Size) 2D Unsteady (10% Breach Flow Rate) Correlation

Area (m2) 20,683,352.5 20,403,841.6 98.70%

Official 0.1% flood extent 2D Unsteady flow—0.1% recurrence Correlation

Area (m2) 9,466,001.6 8,537,745.3 90.20%

Study results (50% breach size) Full momentum (50% breach size) Correlation

Area (m2) 19,183,623.66 17,987,918.28 93.80%

This confirms the fact that, at the same flow rate and using same input parameters for Sitna
river valley, results were significantly similar, when comparing dam break to a regular unsteady flow
simulation. Second of all, the flood frequency curve was calculated, in order to identify the flow rate
value corresponding to the 0.1% official flood band. For this value, an unsteady flow simulation was
run, in order to be able to correlate the official 0.1% flood extent, with the simulated 0.1% flood extent
layer. These layers had a surface area that correlated in proportion to 90.2%. By doing this, validation
extent in a proportion of over 90% could be partially provided for the 10% breach scenario.

Lastly, supplementary validation was empirically performed via comparison with the closest
resembling real-life case of earth dam breach accident in Romania, of similar parameters and size,
namely Belci dam. Provided comparable water volumes (12.5 mil m3 vs. 22.22 mil m3), dam dimensions
and characteristics (415 m long, 4–8 m high vs. 610 m long, 5.85 m high), drainage basins (993 km2

vs. 943 km2), and large breach size, Belci dam was used as a reference for the current outputs. This
correlation was reasonably high, regarding reservoir evacuation time (Belci had an average evacuation
rate of 6.82 mil m3/h, while Sulit,a reached very similar values), peak flow-rate values (1730 m3/s for
Sulit,a vs. 2100 m3/s for Belci), and breach size dimensions (which in the case of the Belci dam was
17%). Furthermore, result values for all simulations fell in line with the expected results [22].

Lastly, the fact that the simulations included a backwater sector, besides the regular downstream
flood, added an extra layer of complexity regarding validation, and any further attempts at improving
validation directly in field, would require experimental work, under laboratory conditions.

5. Conclusions

The dam breach size comparison simulation revealed several aspects for Drăcs, ani Lake, out of
which the most important one was the 10% breach size flood simulation, which was identified as
critical, due to significant reduction in the increase trend of the analyzed parameters values, compared
to higher breach sizes. At these values, parameters tended to stabilize and not increase as much in an
exponential manner, but rather negligibly, following a logarithmic trend. The 10% critical value was
identified and emphasized on both spatial layers (depth and velocity), and table/graph form (flow rate
hydrographs and cross-section depth graphs).

Different average and maximum speeds emphasized the importance of the topography in the
flood simulations, which greatly influenced the travel time, average velocity values, and maximum
velocity, in a greater manner, than roughness or river sinuosity.

Flood propagation time was an important factor, due to the fact that there were two types of
manifestation: Firstly, there was a two-stage flood form (1%, 5%, and 10% breach sizes), during which
the river channel filled up first, after which there was a significant delay (up to 1–1.5 h, along certain
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sections), until the entire floodplain was flooded. Secondly, there was a more dangerous, no-warning
single-stage flood type (all simulations above 10% breach size), when the water was traveling at
sufficient speed, that it filled the floodplain with short delay, compared to the main river channel
(<10 min). These delay times are relevant, because they act as warning signs of flood, for downstream
inhabitants, and they provide potential evacuation time. Furthermore, delay times from the moment
the breach occurs, to the moment of risk occurrence for the most vulnerable village (Lunca) varied
from almost 8 h (1% breach) down to 2 h and 30 min (for the 100% breach), with different degrees of
risk for the local population.

Backwater flooding is a complex phenomenon, which acts both as an indirect mitigation process
(by temporarily storing part of the initial peak flood wave), and also as a flood enhancing effect,
considering it added up to 3.9% (for the 100% simulated breach size) of the total water volume of the
lake, into the downstream flood, itself.

The small fishing lakes, located downstream of the dam, acted as flood mitigation enclosures,
namely—as polders, that even when partially filled up, provide a form of protection against the flood
water, which is very relevant, taking into consideration the large surface they cover—fact validated
also, by the depth evolution animation.

Therefore, adding up all the aforementioned specific findings, the main conclusion is that the
breach size did not have to be associated with a highly improbable catastrophic dam failure, of 100%,
in order to be considered disastrous, but rather, with a minimum 10% breach size value, which
corresponds to a significant flood extent, and low travel times.

This approach was proven applicable to reservoirs, where data is sufficient and highly accurate,
and could be applied to other similar inhabited river valleys, in order to emphasize the analyzed
parameters and the potential flood damage.

The novelty of the current study is that HEC-RAS 2D simulations were applied to address
differently sized breaches in Sulit,a dam within a complex floodplain situation, including backwater
flooding, hydromorphometric parameter calculations (flow rates, flood times, depths, and velocity),
and also estimative damage assessment, such as the number of potential affected buildings and
damaged land use categories.
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